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As a matter of fact, the value and success of a process 
is usually judged by the merit of the final output(s), an 
integrative process which is the driving force of a new 
domain of science called “translational sciences” - the so 
called translational medicine (TM) in the field of 
medical sciences.  

TM is referred to as the translation of basic research 
discoveries into clinical applications. More specifically, 
translational research takes the discoveries from basic 
research to a patient and measures an endpoint in a 
patient. Basically, translational research or TM 
encompasses not only the identification and validation of 
clinically relevant biomarkers, but also the conduct of 
nonhuman and nonclinical studies with the intent of 
developing principles for the discovery of new 
therapeutic strategies. In fact, this holistic insight into 
researches aims to combine different disciplines for 
achievement of a proposed aim. The impact of such 
approach is deemed to be significant in terms of drug 
discovery, in which TM influences not only the industry, 
but ultimately the society as well. Although the capacity 
of TM in research and development (R&D) still is not 
fully understood in many under development countries, 
it has been well appreciated by pioneer countries in 

terms of R&D. for example, in 2004, the United States 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) released a report 
titled as “Innovation/Stagnation: Challenge and 
Opportunity on the Critical Path to New Medical 
Products”, by which FDA addressed some important 
stoppages in innovative medical therapies submitted to 
the FDA for approval (Cosmatos and Chow, 2009). In 
short, the report underlined several issues in particular 
the urgent needs for modernizing the medical-product 
development process per se  (through a critical path to 
make product development more predictable and less 
costly) as such intricate process is very expensive. FDA 
officials have highlighted that the FDA registration and 
approvals have been dramatically dropped - most of the 
failures at registration were due to the sponsor selecting 
the wrong dose or regimen for the test drug (Cosmatos 
and Chow, 2009).  As result of which, the FDA aimed to 
initiate a national effort to advance medical- product 
development sciences that can turn discoveries into 
medical miracles. In fact, in recent years, many scientists 
and pharmaceutical companies have appreciated the 
impacts of TM not only for acceleration of clinical 
research and development but also for harmonization of 
different activities of various scientific disciplines. Many 
advanced technologies have been merged with TM. Of 
these, genomics and proteomics have shown to fasten the 
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medicines as the heterogeneity among diseases and 
patients may confer such potential. Despite some notable 
achievements, only a few biomarkers are routinely used 
in oncology.   

Effective use of the biomarkers may face with some 
hurdles such as: 1) lack of methods, tools, and resources 
needed to discover and develop   biomarkers; (2) lake of 
guidelines, standards, and oversight needed for 
biomarker development; and (3) methods and processes 
needed for clinical evaluation   and adoption. These 
examples clearly highlight importance of TM in terms of 
intercommunications among various disciplines for 
makings guidelines, standards and practical protocols for 
transition of knowledge and technology between 
different fields. We must find out the ways to bring the 
novel systems (e.g., biophotonics, nanobiotechnologies, 
biomaterials and electrosensing) into a merged practice.   

It is an obvious fact that basic scientists need to perform 
active intercommunication with clinicians through 
effective cooperation to maximize the corollaries of the 
basic research – it is exactly the same for clinicians too. 
In fact, preliminary and pilot nonclinical and nonhuman 
studies should be implemented for transition therapies 
developed using animal models to a clinical setting. This 
along with a good design (based upon both direct and 
lateral thoughts) may shed a guiding light upon clinical 
trials (the final stage of drug discovery). However, this 
needs scientific and sociocultural endeavours, because: 
1)  many scientists are not still aware of integrative 
translational researches particularly in developing 
societies, 2) TM is an intricate discipline that needs to be 
simplified, 3) there are no substantial guidelines and 
protocols for TM in different scientific categories, and 4) 
international collaborations (particularly among modern 
and under developing societies) are not adequate or 
effective due to many political issues while many 
societies are yet to explore their futuristic needs. Further, 
there is an increasing need for free publication platforms 
for accelerated dissemination of published papers that 
can significantly enhance knowledge upon TM (Omidi, 
2011). This may also help knowledge and technology 
transfer process.  

As concluding remarks, TM spans all the disciplines and 
activities that lead to making key scientific decisions as a 
compound traverses across the difficult preclinical–
clinical divide, however for efficient transition of various 
disciplines we need to use simplified standardized 
protocol-based guidelines.   
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